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______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

       A VICTORIOUS “COMPANY!”                                                                                                                              

                    (58/22) 

Here, we shall together witness the miraculous 19 coded total “equal” frequency of 

occurrences of the Names of some prominent Prophets, and Kings, and Believers,                              

side by side, within the Quran-Testament, versus the total “equal” frequency of occurrences 

of the Names of some infamous Soothsayers, and Tyrants, and Disbelievers, side by side, 

therein, after and beneath them. 

Thus, Almighty by planning and bestowing upon us herein such a special Miracle, again 

using the exact same principles that are absolutely intrinsic and fundamental within                       

His most unique 19 code & system (please, remember again The Testament 74/26-31                      

in this regard), which we have already together comprehensively and clearly witnessed                

in our previous documents, within those --Awesome 1 and 2 & Exceptional & Amazing-- 

Topics, here within this special Topic, thus our Lord also makes a very meaningful point          

to us in the end:                                                                                                                                                                      

--as we shall together see and understand better also in the following pages-- 

====================                                                                                                                                       

19- … Most assuredly, the “party” of Satan, they are --by His 19 code & system--                               

the defeated-ones!                                                               

(The Quran-Testament 58/19) 

xxxxxxxxxx 

22- … Most assuredly, the “party” of Almighty, they are --by His 19 code & system--                       

the victorious-ones!                                                     

(The Quran-Testament 58/22)                                                                                                  

====================   
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So let us, first of all, together see herein all those prominent Prophets, or Kings, or 

Believers, whose Names are mentioned by Almighty exactly the same number of times                  

--within all of these “Chapter/Verse” no’s-- in the entire Quran-Testament,                                              

side by side, herein, thus: 

 

    Ezra: Uzair (1 time)     Zeid (1 time)                                                                  

9/30                  33/37 

 

Saul: Taloot (2 times)      Luqmaan (2 times)                                                               

2/247                   31/12                                                      

2/249                      31/13 

 

Idrees (2 times)        Alyasau (2 times) 

    19/56           6/86     

 21/85                        38/48 

   

  Elijah: Ilyaas, Ilyaaseen (3 times)             Amram: Imraan (3 times)                                               

6/85                                         3/33                                                       

37/123                  3/35                                        

37/130                                           66/12 
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Job: Ayyuub (4 times)   Jonah: Younus (4 times) 

4/163         4/163                       

6/84         6/86                              

21/83        10/98                                             

38/41      37/139 

 

John: Yahyaa (5 times)   Judah: Muhammad, Ahmad (5 times) 

3/39      3/144       

6/85      33/40                    

19/7      47/2                       

19/12      48/29       

21/90      61/6 

 

Huud (7 times)    Zachariah: Zakareyyaa (7 times)   

7/65         3/37       

11/50        3/37        

11/53        3/38                                     

11/58       6/85                                                         

11/60        19/2                                                              

11/89        19/7                                                                                  

26/124       21/89 
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Jacob: Yaquub (16 times)   David: Daavud (16 times) 

2/132        2/251       

2/133       4/163       

2/136        5/78       

2/140             6/84       

3/84         17/55        

4/163        21/78       

6/84         21/79        

11/71        27/15       

12/6         27/16        

12/38       34/10       

12/68       34/13       

19/6        38/17       

19/49        38/22       

21/72        38/24       

29/27        38/26       

38/45      38/30  

 

Isaac: Is-haaq (17 times)    Solomon: Sulaimaan (17 times) 

2/133       2/102       

2/136       2/102        

2/140      4/163                     

3/84      6/84        

4/163      21/78                        

6/84         21/79                     

11/71        21/81       

11/71        27/15       

12/6      27/16       

12/38      27/17       

14/39      27/18       

19/49      27/30       

21/72        27/36        
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29/27      27/44        

37/112        34/12                        

37/113        38/30       

38/45      38/34 

 

Adam: Aadam (25 times)   Jesus: Eesaa (25 times) 

2/31         2/87       

2/33         2/136       

2/34         2/253       

2/35         3/45       

2/37         3/52       

3/33         3/55       

3/59         3/59       

5/27         3/84       

7/11        4/157       

7/19        4/163       

7/26         4/171       

7/27        5/46       

7/31         5/78       

7/35         5/110       

7/172        5/112       

17/61        5/114       

17/70        5/116       

18/50         6/85       

19/58        19/34       

20/115        33/7       

20/116        42/13       

20/117        43/63       

20/120       57/27       

20/121        61/6       

36/60      61/14  
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 Lot: Luut (27 times)     Joseph: Yousuf (27 times) 

 6/86      6/84      

 7/80      12/4      

 11/70      12/7      

 11/74      12/8      

 11/77      12/9      

 11/81        12/10      

 11/89        12/11      

 15/59        12/17      

 15/61         12/21      

 21/71         12/29      

 21/74        12/46      

 22/43       12/51     

 26/160        12/56      

 26/161        12/58      

 26/167       12/69      

 27/54        12/76      

 27/56       12/77      

 29/26        12/80      

 29/28        12/84      

 29/32        12/85      

 29/33        12/87     

 37/133        12/89      

 38/13        12/90      

 50/13        12/90      

 54/33        12/94      

 54/34        12/99      

 66/10      40/34 
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Noah: Nooh (43 times)   Israel: Israeel (43 times)  

3/33         2/40      

 4/163       2/47      

 6/84         2/83      

 7/59         2/122      

 7/69         2/211      

 9/70         2/246      

 10/71        3/49      

 11/25        3/93      

 11/32        3/93      

 11/36        5/12      

 11/42       5/32      

 11/45        5/70      

 11/46         5/72      

 11/48         5/78      

 11/89        5/110      

 14/9        7/105      

 17/3         7/134      

 17/17        7/137      

 19/58        7/138      

 21/76        10/90      

 22/42        10/90      

 23/23        10/93      

 25/37        17/2     

 26/105        17/4     

 26/106        17/101     

 26/116       17/104     

 29/14        19/58      

 33/7        20/47      

 37/75        20/80      

 37/79        20/94      

 38/12        26/17      

 40/5         26/22      
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______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

40/31        26/59                   

42/13        26/197                   

50/12         27/76                            

51/46        32/23                    

53/52        40/53                                 

54/9         43/59                              

57/26        44/30                              

66/10        45/16                               

71/1        46/10                               

71/21       61/6                              

71/26        61/14  

 

So after this, let us now together see herein all those infamous Soothsayers, or Tyrants, or 

Disbelievers, whose Names are mentioned by Almighty exactly the same number of times                 

--within all of these “Chapter/Verse” no’s-- in the entire Quran-Testament,                                                    

side by side, herein, thus: 

 

Terah: Aazar (1 time)   Abee Lahab (1 time) 

6/74      111/1 

 

Samereyyu (3 times)    Goliath: Jaloot (3 times) 

20/85        2/249     

 20/87       2/250     

 20/95      2/251 
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So let us now together remember herein those most critical and basic Verses in                                 

the Quran-Testament, in which Almighty profoundly describes and thus unmistakably 

informs us about this miraculous 19 code & system, also in this regard, herein: 

====================                                                                                                                                                             

23- The Authority has sent-down -herein- the nicest Utterance as a written-record, 

consisting of similar --Names-- in pairs/twoers (=mutashaabehan mathaanea)! 

** We shall see on the next pages in this regard those 24 special Names, belonging to those Prophets, or Kings, 

or Believers, all together, side by side, as they are thus used therein by Almighty in a very specific and “equal” 

number of times in the whole Quran-Testament, which eventually do give us in the end thus --from spiritual 

standpoint-- similar (=mutashaabehan) 12 pairs/twoers (=mathaanea) of righteous Names:  

 

Taloot          &   Luqmaan     

 Is-haaq        &   Sulaimaan          

                         

   Ilyaas, Ilyaaseen       &   Imraan       

 Yahyaa        &   Muhammad, Ahmad    

 Aadam        &   Eesaa      

 Nuuh        &   Israeel      

                     

Uzair        &   Zeid      

 Idrees        &   Alyasau      

 Ayyuub        &   Younus      

 Huud        &   Zakareyyaa     

 Yaquub        &   Daavud      

 Luut        &   Yousuf 

 

The skins of those who reverence their Lord cringe therefrom, then their skins and their 

hearts do soften to -this- Commemoration (=Dhekr) of The Authority!                                                        

This is also the Guidance (=Hudaa) of The Authority, He guides with it whomever He 

wants; but whomever The Authority makes-stray (because of their own betrayal;                       

2/26-27), there can be no Guide for them -thereafter! (The Testament 39/23)                                                                                                      

==================== 
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====================                                                                                                                                          

26- So (now) I will get him into Uprooter!                                          

27- And what made you know what an Uprooter!                                                                                                

       ------------------------------------             ---------------------------------------                                                         

It does not let-last,     and It does not let-stay, 

            (thereafter, it presents)                                                                                                              

-------------------------------                                                                                    

              Tables                                                                                                                                 

-------------------------------                                                                                                           

                                for the humanity.                                                                                                                                           

30-                    Upon it (there shall be) “19!”  

 

** We shall see on the next pages in this regard those defective (because they are “unrighteous”) 4 Names, 

belonging to those Soothsayers, or Tyrants, or Disbelievers therein, as:                                                                                                                             

                   ------------------------------------          &              --------------------------------------                                                                                    

          Aazar                  Abee Lahab                                                                                  

Samereyyu                      Jaloot      

which will therefore thus be strictly annihilated and demolished therein, on both sides, by this heavenly  

Uprooter (=Saqara) system; but then it shall also present us those 12 pairs of major and intact (because they 

are all “righteous”) 24 Names, as we have seen previously, within perfect Tables (=Levvaahatun), as all of 

them perfectly coded with number “19” therein, on both sides again, just as it has thus again Wisely been 

pointed out in the above Verses, thereafter!  

31- And We did not make the guardians of the Fire, except Angels; and We did not make 

their number (=19), except as a test for the disbelievers; thus 

= the ones who were given the Scripture (=Jews & Christians & Arabs) herein may attain 

certainty, and the believers may augment belief, 

= those who were given the Scripture (=Jews & Christians & Arabs) and the believers             

hereby shall not doubt, 
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= but the ones in whose hearts (there is) an illness, and the disbelievers herein shall say: 

What is it that The Authority -really- intended by this allegory (the allegory that has 

already been cited in the above 26-30. Verses)? The Authority thus makes-stray 

(=yudellu) with it, whomever He wants (because of their own betrayal; 2/26), and guides 

(=yahdee) with it, whomever He wants (because of their own loyalty and sincerity; 13/27).                           

And none can know the armies of your Lord, except He; and it (=that Uprooter cited in                

the above 26-30. Verses) is not, except a Commemorative (=Dhekraa) for the humanity! 

(The Testament 74/26-31) 

** We must have also thus already solidly perceived the close relation between these Verses (74/26-31)                    

and that Verse (39/23) that we have previously seen, through the very critical keywords herein such as 

Commemorative (=Dhekraa), Commemoration (=Dhekr), and then guides (=yahdee), and makes-stray 

(=yudellu) used and emphasized in both of these specific Verses, which thus basically signals to us this                   

same special “mathematical planning” in the end, within the Quran-Testament! (please, also certainly see 

again The Testament 39/23 = 74/26-31 in this regard.)                                                                                                                                                            

====================       

 

So after thus clearly remembering again these most critical and basic Verses in                                   

the Quran-Testament thus also in this regard herein, now we can together manifestly 

witness this 19 coded special great Miracle on the next page,                                                                                        

after all those 19 coded two awesome & one exceptional gigantic and giant, and big 

Miracles, we have already manifestly and comprehensively witnessed in our previous 

documents, always and exactly under these same straightforward “heavenly rules and 

principles,” thus decreed by the Most-Intelligent & Most-Wise Almighty thus basically and 

always herein, in the first place! (The Testament 39/23 = 74/26-31)      
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                    total number           total number                                                                                                                                                             

of occurrences        of occurrences 

Taloot            2         2  Luqmaan                             

Is-haaq        17     17  Sulaimaan                                                                 

              ____________     ____________                           

              19x…         19x… 

 

Ilyaas, Ilyaaseen         3       3  Imraan                                    

Yahyaa          5       5  Muhammad, Ahmad     

Aadam        25     25  Eesaa                                         

Nuuh              43     43  Israeel  

                          ____________     ____________                           

              19x…            19x… 

                          

Uzair                1       1  Zeid                          

Idrees                        2       2  Alyasau                               

Ayyuub                4       4  Younus                  

Huud                7       7  Zakareyyaa                            

Yaquub              16      16  Daavud                    

Luut              27     27  Yousuf 

                          ____________     ____________                           

              19x…            19x… 

 

====================================================================== 

Aazar             1      1  Abee Lahab                                                                                                                   

Samereyyu           3      3  Jaloot 
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** We should definitely know herein that all those specific extra attributes used in the Quran-Testament to 

describe some Prophets, and Kings, and Believers, at the upper side, on the Table above,                                                          

or Soothsayers, and Tyrants, and Disbelievers, at the lower side, under the Table above, that are formed                      

by this specific prefix “zaa” (=possessor) are certainly not  to be included in this mathematical planning.                                

For example:                                                                                                                                                                                                    

“zaa” alnoon (=the one who “has” the letter noon in his name); used to describe also Prophet Jonah, (21/87)                                                                        

“zaa” alkefl (=the one who “has” the portion); used to describe a specific Prophet, (21/85 & 38/48)                                                                                                   

“zee” alqarnayn (=the one who “has” the two horns); used to describe a specific King, (18/83, 86, 94)                                                                    

“zee” alavtaad (=the one who “has” the stakes); used to describe Tyrant Pharaoh, (89/10)                                                                                                                 

etc. are thus certainly not to be included, on either side, because these are not proper names, but only such                            

very specific extra attributes.  

** And then, we should certainly notice herein that, there is a despot “father” (=Aazar, real father of Abraham) 

among the “party” of Satan, under the Table, therein,                                                                                                                    

and then also a virtuous “father” (=Imraan, real father of Maryam) among the “party” of Almighty, on                         

the Table.                                                                                                                                                                                                                       

And then there is also a despot “fatherly figure” (=Abee Lahab, adopted father of all those disbelievers)     

among the “party” of Satan, under the Table, therein,                                                                                                                          

and then also a virtuous “sonly figure” (=Zeid, adopted son of Prophet Muhammad, and so all those believers) 

among the “party” of Almighty, on the Table, thereupon.                                                                                                                                           

** And we should also certainly know herein that Almighty can rightfully assemble an “army” for Himself, 

whomever He wants, from among the Prophets, and Kings, and Believers, side by side, in real life, and so thus 

also in His above miraculous “army!” (please, certainly see the Quran-Testament 3/146 in this regard.)                                                                                                

And then we should again also certainly know herein that Almighty may rightfully exempt from His                        

actual “army,” whomever He wants, from among the Prophets, and Kings, and Believers, in some instances, 

for the other equally noble assisting causes, in His Way, in real life, and so thus also from His above                     

miraculous “army!” (please, certainly see the Quran-Testament 9/122 in this regard.)                                                                          

Thereafter, this obligated actual “army” in real life, and so thus also His above miraculous “army”                                          

may now thus rightfully act and thus represent all of those honorable Prophets, and Kings, and Believers,                                

all together, therein. (9/122-123) 

** And then we should also definitely notice herein that on our above Table, there are only two Prophets 

whose Names are uttered in the Quran-Testament in two slightly different forms; and because they are 

absolutely derived from the same root, and so the meanings are certainly same in the end, they are lawfully  

included in the Table thus --on the left side & right side-- therein: Ilyaas, Ilyaaseen & Muhammad, Ahmad                                                                                                                              

** And lastly, we should also definitely notice herein that on our above Table, within those orderly                                   

“2” and “4” and “6” pairs of righteous Men therein, those first “2” pairs, among whom there is specifically 

Taloot --by giving a multiple of 19 to us therein-- thus immediately gets the upperhand, even in the first step,  

against those defeated again “2” pairs of unrighteous Men, among whom there is specifically Jaloot!                          

And then within those ultimate “6” pairs of righteous Men therein, among whom there is specifically David, 

this “army” of Almighty is thus, all together, given the ultimate and final crushing victory over that “army” of 

Satan therein! (please, see the Quran-Testament 2/250-251 in this regard.)      
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So now, in the end, let us together see here some of those most critical and basic 

“allegorical” (=mathala) miraculous Verses in the Quran-Testament, and then also some                

of those related most critical and basic “allegorical” (=mathala) miraculous prophecies                  

of those great Prophets, in this respect, herein thus: 

====================                                                                                                                                     

111- Certainly, The Authority has bought from the believers their lives and their goods,  

that for them will be the Paradise (in the end); So they are fighting now in the “Way” of                 

The Authority, and they are thus --on the left side-- “killing” (those Disbelievers), and                             

--on the right side-- (those Disbelievers) are thus being “killed!”                                                                                                   

A promise upon Him, as the absolute truth (thus already been written) also in the Torah, 

and the Gospel, and the Quran!                                                                                                                                       

Then who can be more faithful to his Pledge now than The Authority? Then you shall 

rejoice with this bargain, that you have now thus agreed upon it. And this will be the great 

success! (The Quran-Testament 9/111)                                                                                                

==================== 

====================                                                                                                                                

Prophet Isaiah said: In days to come, the mountain of the Lord’s house shall be established 

as the highest mountain, and raised above the hills. All nations shall stream toward it;        

many peoples shall come and say: Come, let us climb the Lord’s mountain, to the house of 

the God of Jacob, that He may instruct us --on the left side-- in His “Ways,” and we may walk                

--on the right side-- in His “Paths!”                       

For from the Peak shall go forth the Instruction, and the “Word” of the Lord thus from                                 

the Land-of-Peace (=that “Desert-City” which shall be in western hemisphere, and very                     

far away from Israel, as already thus been indicated by prophet David in Psalms 55/7-8).                                                                                                                              

The Lord shall judge between the nations, and impose terms on many peoples.                                              

Hence, they shall beat their swords --after seeing that left side-- into plowshares, and their 

spears --after seeing that right side-- into pruning hooks; therefore, one nation shall not 

raise the sword against another, nor shall they train for (real, physical) war, again!                                                                                                                              

O house of Jacob, then come, let us walk now in the “light” of the Lord! (Isaiah 2/4-5) 

**********                                                                                                                                                                  

Prophet Moses said: … Joshua (=he-who-God-grants-him-Salvation; also thus a very specific 

reference to that future “Messenger of Covenant,” already foretold by prophet Moses                     

again herein; 18/18-19), he will cross over before you, as the Lord promised!                                           
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He will do to them as He did --on the left side-- to Sihon, and --on the right side-- to Og,                 

those Tyrants of the Amorites and to their land, that He destroyed them!                            

The Lord will thus give them before you, and you will do to them according to all                          

the “Command,” that I have thus commanded you.                                                                                              

So --on the left side-- be strong, and --on the right side-- be courageous;                                                      

do not be overawed, do not be terrified before them; for the Lord, your God, He is the One 

who goes with you,                                                                                                                                                        

He will --on the left side-- never let go of you, He will --on the right side-- never abandon 

you! (Torah-Deut. 31/3-5)                                                                                    

====================                                                                                         

====================                                                                                                                              

Prophet David said: Now I know that the Lord has saved His “anointed-one” (=that 

“Messenger of Covenant” again, who will also mainly be the descendant of prophet David 

herein); He will answer him from His sacred heaven, with the omnipotent “Victories” of                     

His right-hand!                                                                                                                                                             

Some with chariots and some with horses, but we in the Name of the Lord, our God, call out. 

They --on the left side-- dropped to their knees, and --on the right side-- they fell,                                        

but thereafter --on the left side-- we arose, and --on the right side-- we were invigorated!                         

O Lord, please save! May the King answer us on the day we call! (Psalms 20/6-10)  

Prophet David said: For the “ruler” (=that “Messenger of Covenant” again) trusts in the 

Lord, and in the kindness of the Most-High, he will not falter.                                                                                         

So your hand will suffice --on the left side-- for all your Enemies, your hand will find --on 

the right side-- your Foes!                                                                                                                                                   

You will make them like a furnace of fire at the time of your anger; may the Lord in                        

His wrath --on the left side-- consume them, and let a fire --on the right side-- devour them! 

(Psalms 21/8-10)                                                                                                            

====================                                                                                          

====================                                                                                                                                  

Prophet Jesus said: The Son of Man (=that “Messenger of Covenant,” who would be sent                 

in the Last and Third Day (=Millennium); please, see John 6/27, 40-45) will dispatch                   

his Angels, and they will collect out of his Kingdom --on the left side-- all that Sinners,                  

and --on the right side-- all that Evildoers! They will throw them into the fiery furnace, 

where there will be thus wailing, and grinding of the teeth!                                                                                   

Then the righteous will shine like the sun in the Kingdom of their Lord!                                    

Whoever has ears (for this “allegorical” prophecy) ought to hear it! (Gospel-Mthw. 13/41) 
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Prophet Jesus said: For the Son of Man (=that “Messenger of Covenant” again) will come 

with his Angels in his Lord’s glory, and then he will repay everyone --on the left side & on 

the right side-- according to his conduct! (Gospel-Mthw. 16/27) 

Prophet Jesus said: … Do you not even understand this “allegory” now? Then how will you 

understand any of those “allegories” (=mashala) --already cited above, and throughout the 

whole Gospel? (Gospel-Mrk. 4/11-13) 

Prophet Jesus said: For the coming of the Kingdom of God cannot be observed.                     

And no one will shout, “Look, here it is,” or “there it is!” But behold, the Kingdom of God  

will thus be among you! (Gospel-Lk. 17/20-21)                                                                         

====================                                                                                             

====================                                                                                                                            

Prophet Muhammad said: At the time of coming of Jesus (=that “Messenger of Covenant,” 

who shall also bear this name (=Jesus: Salvation-Given Servant of Almighty) thus as a 

specific attribute, when he would come in this Last Day (=Millennium), as we have already 

thus clearly seen within those great prophecies of prophet Muhammad and Jesus, in our 

first document) the Religion shall be one, only Allah will be worshipped.                                                                                   

The (real, physical) fighting shall cease its burdens! And the ruling shall be taken away 

from Quraish! (from Muslim & Ibn Maceh) 

O Muhammad, then say to those lagging-behind-ones now from the Arabs:                                                             

(In the future), you shall be called (to fight) against a Folk, who are possessors of  

tyrannical might; so you shall --on the left side-- “kill” them, or they will --on the right   

side-- “surrender!” And if you obey, Allah will give you a nice reward. But if you turn away, 

as you turned away before, He will punish you then with a grievous punishment!                         

(Quran, Fath 16)                                                                                                                            

====================                                                                                                                                         

* And we should also definitely go, after this, to those “the Words of Patriarchs & Moses & Jesus & David & 

Muhammad” documents, to clearly see and witness all of those critical and basic “allegorical” (=mathala) 

other miraculous prophecies of these great Prophets, in their entirety, thus closely and unmistakably related 

again to this great special Planning herein, and certainly also closely and unmistakably related again to those 

gigantic and giant, and huge awesome and exceptional Plannings, as we have already clearly and 

comprehensively witnessed them in our previous documents.                                                                                                                                           

** And we should also definitely go to then The Testament (9/111) again, to also see and thus be able to 
clearly perceive the fulfillment of this Heavenly Promise now within that further and paramount                                 

ultimate Plannings also, thereafter, in The Reading document.     
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So let Peace and eternal Serenity be again upon all those righteous believers herein, who     

--after those immensely significant two fundamental --gigantic and giant-- “Awesome” 

heavenly Messages, as we have manifestly witnessed them in our first two critical 

documents-- shall also hearken thereafter to this fifth critical --great-- “Special”                          

heavenly Message herein, in this most anticipated Final Age,                                                                                                                       

and so thereafter would wholeheartedly sit and also work on this, and thus witness and 

personally verify this too, with their own ears and eyes and minds herein, for their own                      

eternal Salvation and benefits in the sight of Almighty, forever! (please, certainly see again                     

The Testament 39/23, 33-35 & 74/26-40 in this regard.) 

 

                     Metin/Messenger of Covenant 

 

 

 

    


